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Hearing From God is For Every Single
Believer The Lord is speaking to you all the
time, you just need to know how to listen. If
you are a Christian, then you need to hear
from God, it is available to you and He has
made an easy way for you to know His will.
If you are not a born again Christian you
cannot enter fully into this. But God will still
speak to you without you realizing it. This
book is your introduction to the realm of the
prophetic and hearing from God. For a more
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in depth teaching, look for other books by
Les D. Crause on prophetic ministry.
Hearing from God is not just something that
the Old Testament prophets did. And it is
not something that only a select few special
people can do. It is for you right now, and
as a born again believer you can hear from
God every day. It is as simple as breathing.
Sometimes you will not hear the voice of
God, but your own voice or the voice of the
enemy, the Devil. That is why it is important
that every believer knows how to hear from
God for themselves, and to know when it is
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Him speaking in their lives. In this book you
will find a practical guide to hearing the
voice of God. There are 7 different ways to
hear that are covered in each chapter.
There are also practical projects given in
each chapter to help you understand and
apply the principles to your own life. These
basic ways of hearing from God are for
everyone, but you can rise up and learn to
flow in the prophetic and get greater
revelation from God. Subjects Covered in
This Book: Spiritual Urim and Thummim This
is a gut feeling as some people call it. One
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of the simplest ways to get a yes or no
answer from God is to learn to use this
ability that He has given you. Interpreting
Dreams Everyone wants to know if their
dreams mean something. Sometimes
dreams do not mean anything, but
sometimes it is God speaking to you. Learn
the most simple way to interpret your
dreams and know what God is telling you.
Journaling Journaling is the simple act of
writing down what is happing in your life.
You ask your questions and then write down
what the Lord says to you. This simple act
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can give you more revelation even than
receiving a prophecy. It is a powerful tool
that you can use every day of your life to
know what is the right direction to take.
Audible Hearing and Love Relationship Very
few people have heard the voice of God out
loud. But it is possible for you to hear Him
speaking to you face to face. This is the one
of hardest ways to hear from God, but you
can learn to develop it. Also covered are: Learning to Understand Visions - Tongues
and Prophecy - How to Receive from Angels
Learn to hear from God and get His
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direction, and you will have a new power in
your life that you have not known before.
This book will give you a foundation and
start you on the journey to hearing God
clearly. Ultimately you can even rise up as a
prophet of God if that is where He leads
you.
TORCH OF TRUTH INSTITUTE PRESENTS
WATCHMEN ON THE WALL PROPHETIC
SCHOOL OF PRAYER ~ In this training
manual you will be instructed in various
kinds of prayer and the lost art of
intercession, the prophetic role of the
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believer as a watchman, the sin of
prayerlessness, and much more.
This survey textbook on the Prophets is
designed to meet the needs of
contemporary evangelical undergraduates.
Although it covers critical issues such as
authorship, background, and history, its
primary focus is on the message and
theology of the prophetic books and the
contribution that they make to the Christian
canon. Particular attention is given to
literary issues, such as the structure of each
prophetic book. Full-color illustrations,
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diagrams, and artwork bring the text to life.
Additional resources for instructors and
students are available through Textbook
eSources.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the author of
Into the Wild and Into Thin Air, this
extraordinary work of investigative
journalism takes readers inside America’s
isolated Mormon Fundamentalist
communities. Defying both civil authorities
and the Mormon establishment in Salt Lake
City, the renegade leaders of these Talibanlike theocracies are zealots who answer
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only to God; some 40,000 people still
practice polygamy in these communities. At
the core of Krakauer’s book are brothers
Ron and Dan Lafferty, who insist they
received a commandment from God to kill a
blameless woman and her baby girl.
Beginning with a meticulously researched
account of this appalling double murder,
Krakauer constructs a multi-layered, bonechilling narrative of messianic delusion,
polygamy, savage violence, and unyielding
faith. Along the way he uncovers a shadowy
offshoot of America’s fastest growing
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religion, and raises provocative questions
about the nature of religious belief.
A political, moral and spiritual battle is
raging on in America and around the world
over Donald J. Trump. Amid all the
controversies, Christian prophets have been
claiming for over a decade that Trump is a
chosen one; that he is God's man for the
White House. In God's Man in the White
House, professor James Beverley documents
a comprehensive collection of over 500
prophecies about Trump covering a period
of 15 years by more than 100 of the leading
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Christian prophets and leaders in the USA
and world-wide, providing the political and
religious context for the ongoing prophecies
and controversies about the 45th president
of the USA. Includes over 500 prophesies
and statements by more than 100 prophets
and top Christian leaders including: Kim
Clement, Mark Taylor, Lance Wallnau, Lana
Vawser, Lou Engle, Jeremiah Johnson, Frank
Amedia, Cindy Jacobs, Jonathan Cahn,
Kenneth Copeland Christian Leaders
include: Franklin Graham, Jerry Falwell, Jr.,
Paula White, Stephen Strang, Robert
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Jeffress, Rodney Howard-Browne, Jim
Garlow, James Dobson, Michael Brown, Tony
Perkins, Steve Shultz, Ralph Reed and more
The Shocking Blueprint That Reveals 5 Keys
to the Destiny of Nations
Imperfect Tense
Standing on God's Prophecy for Your Life
Theory and Practice of Mapping Ecosystem
Services
Donald Trump in Modern Christian Prophecy
Revelation
Believers
The Gospels and Acts are composed of writings from
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St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John and the
Book of Acts. The purpose of which is to give you the
spiritual lens that will enable you to see clearly what
you fail to see using your physical lens. As you read
this collection, try to see the three spiritual themes to
it. Get a copy today.
The Trump PropheciesThe Astonishing True Story of
the Man Who Saw Tomorrow... and What He Says Is
Coming NextDefender
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the
ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of
allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological
predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the
"Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
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Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
YEHOVAH gave us the holy Law for a purpose. That
purpose is to create a righteous people who will draw
close to Him. When YEHOVAH created the nation of
Israel He created a Common Wealth with a Law to
govern it. While on earth, Yeshua was anointed to
become both King and Priest over Israel. Now,
instead of the sons of Aaron and the sons of David,
Yeshua presides over the Law of Israel. Initially the
Law was weak in that it could not change the nature
of man so man would continue to sin. Through the
resurrection, Yeshua was able to correct the
weakness in the Law allowing man's sinful nature to
be corrected. The Church has skewed the Gospel
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message by doing away with the Law, but the Law is
actually an integral part of the Gospel. In order to
understand why Christianity abandoned the Law
Church's history will be explained in the light of Bible
prophecy. Many of the arguments for doing away with
the Law will be dispelled and many sacred-pillars will
be cast down. The Kingdom of YEHOVAH, like all
kingdoms, is a Kingdom of Law. If we are going to be
part of His Kingdom then we have to be a lawful
people embracing His Law, not doing away with it.
Yes you can understand the Bible! Discovering the
Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the
Bible takes the mystery and confusion out of the
Bible and makes God s Word come alive with new
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insights and a fresh excitement that will have you
searching for more. Dr. Richard Booker unveils the
mysteries and secrets of the Bible by explaining its
master theme, and then reveals a simple plan so you
can discover God s personal revelation for yourself.
The author provides Exciting biblical background, An
interesting survey of each book in the Bible, Each
book s master theme, Practical principles, forms, and
guidelines for your own life-enriching Bible study.
The sometimes hard-to-understand teachings of Jesus
in their original culture and context come alive and
become real through discovering the miracle of the
scarlet thread. Then Jesus began to explain
everything which had been written in the Scriptures
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about Him.Jesus started with the books of Moses and
then He talked about what the prophets had written
about Him (Luke 24:27 PEB). This book about the
Bible will change the way you think about His Word
His life-changing and eternal Word.
A Book of Prophetic Poems and Parables
Daniel Prophesied of a Goat Stubborn King of the
West That Will Make His Nation Great in the End
Times Then the Unthinkable Occurs Over 150 End
Time Prophecies
How Independent Leaders Are Changing the
Religious Landscape
The Gospels and Acts Book 2
1 Corinthians
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God’s Man in the White House
God, Trump, and the 2020 Election

"God, Trump, and the 2020 Election is an inside look at
how the political climate is affected by spiritual
warfare--an important subject for Bible-believing
Christians. The satanic schemes are so brazen on key
issues that the book was written to explain what's at
stake. Strang believes that the intersection of faith and
politics needs to be part of the national discussion about
the division in our country."--Jacket.
“For no one can lay any foundation other than the one
already laid, which is Jesus Christ." -1 Corinthians 3:11
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The New American Commentary series is an
exceptionally acclaimed resource for ministers and Bible
students who want to understand and expound the
Scriptures. Each volume includes: • Commentary based
on the New International Version. • NIV text printed in
the body of the commentary. • Sound scholarly
methodology reflecting capable research in the original
languages. • Interpretation emphasizing the theological
unity of each book and Scripture as a whole. • Readable
and applicable exposition. Mark Taylor's commentary
on 1 Corinthians looks at Paul's missionary journey to
Corinth where he planted a church and nurtured the
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new believers for approximately eighteen months. Taylor
pays careful attention to the nuances of the English
translation (NIV), the Greek text, and the units of
meaning that are vital to interpreting this letter. He
presents with clarity the range of scholarly opinion
regarding the issues in 1 Corinthians and then makes a
case for his own views.
In 2005, The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA)
provided the first global assessment of the world's
ecosystems and ecosystem services. It concluded that
recent trends in ecosystem change threatened human
wellbeing due to declining ecosystem services. This bleak
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prophecy has galvanized conservation organizations,
ecologists, and economists to work toward rigorous
valuations of ecosystem services at a spatial scale and
with a resolution that can inform public policy. The
editors have assembled the world's leading scientists in
the fields of conservation, policy analysis, and resource
economics to provide the most intensive and best
technical analyses of ecosystem services to date. A key
idea that guides the science is that the modelling and
valuation approaches being developed should use data
that are readily available around the world. In addition,
the book documents a toolbox of ecosystem service
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mapping, modeling, and valuation models that both The
Nature Conservancy and the World Wide Fund for
Nature (WWF) are beginning to apply around the world
as they transform conservation from a biodiversity only
to a people and ecosystem services agenda. The book
addresses land, freshwater, and marine systems at a
variety of spatial scales and includes discussion of how
to treat both climate change and cultural values when
examining tradeoffs among ecosystem services.
This book will help me to understand who Donald
Trump is, what he really believes, where his vision for
America will lead us, and where God is in all of this.
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Change Your Words, Change Your World! Admit it, you
talk to yourself. Whether you speak the words out loud
or think them in your mind, you are always talking to
yourself... about yourself. The important question: what
are you saying? Much of what we say is negative,
hurtful and damaging, setting us up for failure. If you
want to live the victorious, abundant life God has for
you, start by changing what you say to yourself. This has
the power to radically transform everything! In her
relatable, down-to-earth style, Lynn Davis offers
scriptural self care for the soul in need of
encouragement. Learn how changing your self talk will
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help you: * Experience victory over fear, bad habits and
addictions * Overcome negative emotions * Think God's
thoughts about yourself by changing your meditation *
Receive healing from sickness * Increase your selfesteem * Make declarations that strengthen your faith
Get delivered from negative self talk today and begin
speaking powerful, faith-filled words that unleash God's
purpose, joy, and healing in your life!
Bible Prophecy and Trump
God's Man in the White House
An Exegetical and Theological Exposition of Holy
Scripture
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Trump's Unfinished Business
Why He Must Win and What's at Stake If He Loses
Making a Life at the End of the World
Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every
Book of the Bible
From the authors of the international bestseller The
Babylon Code comes an explosive exposé of the chilling
truth about the fierce opposition to the Trump presidency,
and why the globalist elite and Deep State will stop at
nothing-assassination, military coup, staged economic
collapse, or worse-to overthrow him. "Trumpocalypse!"
It's the media-coined meme inciting panic and fear that
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America has elected an unstable man who will barge into
delicate international affairs like a bull in a china shop and
incite nations bent on America's destruction to trigger
World War III-an unprecedented nuclear apocalypse
ending the world as we know it. But is the media telling
us the truth? No, say internationally-recognized prophecy
expert and Fox News and History Channel commentator
Paul McGuire and Pulitzer Prize-nominated investigative
journalist Troy Anderson. America's most insidious
enemies are not hostile nations; they are elite globaliststhe "Establishment" that is making the "1 percent" even
richer while working- and middle-class people watch their
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incomes and net worth's flatline or plummet. The authors
fearlessly expose the globalist elite's secret plan for
humanity and campaign of mass deception. Using
documentation gleaned from years of journalistic
investigation and extensive interviews with over fifty of
the world's most respected geopolitical, economic and
military affairs experts, faith leaders, and biblical scholars,
McGuire and Anderson unmask these elites as members
of secret societies with deep occult connections who have
gained control of America's dominant institutionsgovernment, education, entertainment, international
banking, and even the media. Trumpocalypse explores the
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enigmatic prophecies and "biblical codes" involving
Trump, and asks whether God raised up President Trump
as a fearless leader to guide America and the free world
through a series of major crises as the biblical end-time
narrative unfolds, as many people with prophetic gifts are
predicting, and shows why everyday Americans and
evangelicals have rallied around Trump as their last hope
of saving America and averting the horrors of the
Apocalypse. It further reveals why Trump and millions of
"deplorables" are fighting to stop the hidden agenda of the
Establishment, and how the perplexing chaos enveloping
the planet could paradoxically signal the beginning of the
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great end-times awakening that millions are praying for.
Here is an invitation to join the anti-Establishment surgewhat evangelist Franklin Graham calls "the Christian
revolution"-and discover how to fulfill your own destiny
in the run-up to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
Why, when traditionally organized religious groups are
seeing declining membership and participation, are
networks of independent churches growing so
explosively? Drawing on in-depth interviews with leaders
and participants, The Rise of Network Christianity
explains the social forces behind the fastest-growing form
of Christianity in the U.S., which Brad Christerson and
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Richard Flory have labeled "Independent Network
Charismatic." This form of Christianity emphasizes
aggressive engagement with the supernatural-including
healing, direct prophecies from God, engaging in
"spiritual warfare" against demonic spirits--and social
transformation. Christerson and Flory argue that macrolevel social changes since the 1970s, including
globalization and the digital revolution, have given
competitive advantages to religious groups organized as
networks rather than traditionally organized congregations
and denominations. Network forms of governance allow
for experimentation with controversial supernatural
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practices, innovative finances and marketing, and a highly
participatory, unorthodox, and experiential faith, which is
attractive in today's unstable religious marketplace.
Christerson and Flory hypothesize that as more religious
groups imitate this type of governance, religious belief
and practice will become more experimental, more
orientated around practice than theology, more shaped by
the individual religious "consumer," and authority will
become more highly concentrated in the hands of
individuals rather than institutions. Network Christianity,
they argue, is the future of Christianity in America.
Prophecy remains one of the ambiguities that need to be
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unlocked by critical philosophical thinking. The
historicity of prophecy has suffered massive debates by
different learned personages with some seeking to
discredit the authenticity of the prophetic phenomena. Of
central import is the African form of prophecy which,
scholars tend to disagree over its roots, authenticity and
historicity with much research being given to prove or
disprove prophetic authority. This author seeks to prove
the authentic standing of prophecy, with specific reference
being attributed to the prophetic typology evident in the
African prophetic circles. However, constant reference
will be made to Israelite prophetic typology, origins and
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standing so that plausible comparison can be made and the
exact classification of prophecy in Africa can be
determined.
In search of answers and action, the award-winning poet
and essayist Lisa Wells brings us Believers, introducing
trailblazers and outliers from across the globe who have
found radically new ways to live and reconnect to the
Earth in the face of climate change We find ourselves at
the end of the world. How, then, shall we live? Like most
of us, Lisa Wells has spent years overwhelmed by
increasingly urgent news of climate change on an
apocalyptic scale. She did not need to be convinced of the
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stakes, but she could not find practical answers. She
embarked on a pilgrimage, seeking wisdom and paths to
action from outliers and visionaries, pragmatists and
iconoclasts. Believers tracks through the lives of these
people who are dedicated to repairing the earth and
seemingly undaunted by the task ahead. Wells meets an
itinerant gardener and misanthrope leading a group of
nomadic activists in rewilding the American desert. She
finds a group of environmentalist Christians practicing
“watershed discipleship” in New Mexico and another
group in Philadelphia turning the tools of violence into
tools of farming—guns into ploughshares. She watches the
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world’s greatest tracker teach others how to read a trail,
and visits botanists who are restoring land overrun by
invasive species and destructive humans. She talks with
survivors of catastrophic wildfires in California as they try
to rebuild in ways that acknowledge the fires will come
again. Through empathic, critical portraits, Wells shows
that these trailblazers are not so far beyond the rest of us.
They have had the same realization, have accepted that we
are living through a global catastrophe, but are trying to
answer the next question: How do you make a life at the
end of the world? Through this miraculous commingling
of acceptance and activism, this focus on seeing clearly
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and moving forward, Wells is able to take the devastating
news facing us all, every day, and inject a possibility of
real hope. Believers demands transformation. It will
change how you think about your own actions, about how
you can still make an impact, and about how we might yet
reckon with our inheritance.
Miracles happen today. Do you want to increase your
faith? Read about miracles. True stories of God's
faithfulness, love, and power are woven together with art,
poetry and scripture into a tapestry made of the colors of
the rainbow that demonstrate the many aspects of faith. A
woman finds herself in a car accident on a lonely Nevada
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highway gazing at her two daughters sprawled on the
road. She screams in terror for help. Someone places a
white gold cross in the palm of her hand. This changes
everything. "A White Gold Cross," one of the true stories
found in "Faith Colors, Encounters with God in Living
Faith," explores the power of faith in God to transform the
outcome of a terrible crisis. This story is found in the
section called White Faith, the kind of faith that
strengthens the inner heart to persevere. A son prays in
earnest while the emergency team from the fire station try
to revive his father. After the paramedics give up and
permission is granted to stop CPR, the father miraculously
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begins to breathe on his own. But will he survive long
enough to take care of his unfinished business? This story
is found under Blue Faith, the kind of faith that looks up
from a dark pit to find hope. These testimonies and others,
including some of the author's own experiences, are
grouped into the colors of the rainbow to highlight
important aspects of faith. Poems and prophetic art,
intensifying the impact of the messages, are found
throughout the book. Each color section concludes with a
prayer to draw the reader's heart closer to God. Scriptures
and colorful prophetic pictures featured in this book
highlight significant attributes of faith that are bound to
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spark hope in God and His promises found in the Bible.
10 Prophecies to Save America
The Rise of Network Christianity
Natural Capital
The End-Times President, a Battle Against the Globalist
Elite, and the Countdown to Armageddon
God's Spokesmen
Daydreams and Night Visions
A Literary, Canonical, and Theological Introduction
About the bookIn this book, you will
discover the secrets to accessing
prophesy that concern you and your
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destiny. You will find the factors that
can make you see prophesies come to
pass in your life.Everything in life
has been designed with a prophecy.
Though most times in life many of us do
fail to find our true prophecy from
God, the fact remains, find he who
knows the road and your way will be
clear to fulfill destiny.Join Prophet
David Adebowale as he unravels and
shows you the way to finding and
fulfilling your prophecy.Don't die
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until you see all that God has spoken
concerning you come to pass.
Where the spiritual world intersects
with the political world... This book
is about medicine; the antidote and
prescription for staying the plague of
ignorance overcoming the US and the
world. It is about the restoration, if
not for the soul of a nation, at least
the restored mind of individuals. It is
a gathering of missing pieces to a
puzzle extracted from the annals of
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time. It is a crystal clear picture
painted from the heavens, an eye salve
for healing smoke-filled eyes and the
restoration of faraway vision. As the
sands of time dwindle, history has
played out exposing hidden pieces to a
great prophetic puzzle. The fog of
religious doctrine long shrouding shortsighted minds has lifted. Men can see
clearly now, as long standing prophetic
theories are exposed by the purifying
light of the real facts. New York City
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is the story world of the great
intrigue and holds the clues to a
remarkable story. Why? Because NYC is
the Citadel of world commerce, the home
state of the Trump-eter, but most
importantly it is the residence of the
Great Beast; the United Nations, the
nerve center for the globalization of
the planet earth. All the pieces fit
together tightly, in high definition,
in the DEEP STATE PROPHECY AND THE LAST
TRUMP.
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The world is uneasy with the United
States' election of Donald Trump as its
forty-fifth president. One could not
help but marvel at his ascendency to
the presidency after publicly breaking
every norm and social mores that polite
society holds dear. The name "Donald"
means world ruler, and no he is not the
antichrist, but he is a man of destiny.
Open a King James Bible and read Daniel
chapter 8 with a dictionary and you
cannot help but see that he is the
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prophesied king of the west who "at the
time of the end" will fulfill the
prophecy in making his nation "very
great." (Daniel 8:9) Televangelists are
failing to inform their audiences of
this prophecy that once served to
predict the rise of Alexander the
Great, as a mighty western Grecian
king, who would conquer the Mideast;
that no one could withstand putting
Europe on the map as a force to be
reckoned with. The prophecy states of
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itself that it will again serve "at the
time of the end" to identify a king of
the west with the disposition of a "he
goat" that no nation will be able to
withstand as he makes his nation "very
great" prior to and unthinkable event
that will occur that cause four nations
to vie as superpowers in the "in the
latter times of their kingdom" of whom
one will arise that Daniel indentifies
as "the little horn" known to
Christians as antichrist (Daniel 8:9).
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The prophet Daniel famous for
interpreting "the handwriting on the
wall" in Babylon called Iraq today is
the same Daniel of the lion's den who
wrote of a prophetic vision he for an
"appointed time" - "the time of the
end." He had this vision in front of a
river in Iraq. His dual purposed vision
points out that in the end times a
"strong" leader of the west, whom he
identifies as "king" with the character
of a Billy goat will be known for his
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stubborn personality. The prophet wrote
that this king of the west calling him
in parable a "he goat" who will be
moved with "choler." Webster's defines
choler as "a ready disposition to
irritation. 2) Irascible marked by a
hot temper and easily provoked to
anger." Oxford dictionary defines being
moved with "choler" as "a peevish
temperament easily provoked to anger."
Daniel forecast that "at the time of
the end" this king of the west will "be
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moved with choler" as his ire is
stirred against Persia, called Iran
since 1936 (Daniel 8:5). The first
portion of Daniel 8 is in parable form
describing the western leader launching
an air attack as a "he goat" whose
"feet touched not the ground" as it
tackles a "ram having two horns."
Later, in the chapter describing,
Daniel's parable reveals that the "two
horns" as the kings of Media and
Persia/Iran. Daniel prophesied that "at
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the time of the end" a king of the west
will trample the leaders of Iraq and
Iran into the dust. On September 11,
2001, a king of the west was caught
flat-footed when he was reading a
children's book "My Pet Goat" to school
kids in Florida, when his nation was
air attacked. Later, this western
leader, President George W. Bush under
his motto "Stay the course" initiated
an unprovoked attack on Iraq in a war
called "Iraqi Freedom" leading to its
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dictator (i.e. king according to
Daniel) Saddam Hussein being toppled in
death in 2003. This was the first stage
of Daniel's prophecy. Presently, in
2017, this war still endures, because
Daniel predicted that the West's attack
near the territory of Media conquered
by Alexander must also topple
Persia's\Iran's leader. However, when
this "he goat" leader from the west
defeats Persia (Iran), Daniel writes
that his nation will become "very
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great" after this king of the west
destroys this second king being Iran's
leader (Daniel 8:8). Now, God has
positioned this man named Donald,
meaning "world ruler" Trump as "the
king of the west" in these end times
and has established him with a goat's
stubbornness that has served him well
in ascending to the office of president
of the United States under the motto
"Make America Great Again".
"Jesus of Nazareth, a Biography, by
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John Mark," recognizes the author of
the second Gospel as that "John, whose
surname was Mark" (Acts 15:37), whom
Barnabas chose as companion when he
sailed for Cyprus on his second
missionary journey. In making use of
the new title, the plan of the Editor
is to present "The Gospel: According to
Mark" as it would be printed were it
written in the twentieth rather than
the first century. Mark's Gospel has
been chosen for this purpose to make
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available in more readable form this
timely portion of the Bible. In John
Mark the missionary is revealed a man
of action. This characteristic
influences strongly the point of view
and style of his writing. As John, the
beloved disciple, in "The Revelation"
beholds the victorious Christ as "the
Lion of the tribe of Judah," foretold
by the prophets, so Mark sees Jesus of
Nazareth as the strong, vigorous man of
action; he writes of His mighty works
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in swift narrative at times so vivid it
flashes like a burst of flame, as
though the facts presented must have
been on fire in the heart of the
author. Written for the practical,
energetic Roman, the Editor feels that
this biography of Jesus of Nazareth
exactly fits the mood of our own time,
with its emphasis upon the practical
and its insistence that the man of
action, the doer, is the man for the
hour. Printed like a modern book, but
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in the fine old King James' version, it
is believed that all Bible lovers will
welcome their old friend, "The Gospel:
According to Mark," in its new literary
dress; it is hoped, too, that in this
popular form book buyers and lovers of
good literature may be led to purchase
a book which needs only to be
thoroughly and thoughtfully read to be
greatly reverenced.
This work examines the prophecies,
published and broadcast by various
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Christian Evangelicals, that helped
propel Donald Trump to be elected
President. The author shows that these
prophecies, especially those published
in the book by Mark Taylor and Mary
Colbert, The Trump Prophecies (2017)
were wholly or mostly false and
spiritually destructive. The Rev. De
Arteaga makes his case using the
prophecies themselves, many sections of
which have already proved contrary to
fact, but also by comparing The Trump
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Prophecies to other instances of false
prophecies in Church history. The
author shows that Trump's immoral
habits of constant lying, rudeness, and
reviling of his political opponents
have led to a moral decline and crisis
in the American Evangelical community.
Many of Trump's supporters claim these
faults are of no consequence, and as
result there is in American Evangelical
circles a resurgence of the ancient
antinomian heresy. That is, that a
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Christian can live his or her life in
disregard to the Ten Commandments and
God's moral law.The Rev. De Arteaga
also shows how the Republican Party,
which is heavily patronized by
Christian Evangelicals, experienced a
serious spiritual decline in recent
decades. This was mostly due to the
ascendancy within the Party of radical
libertarianism, especially Ayn Rand
"Objectivism," which is at its roots
deeply ant-Christian.
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A Story of Violent Faith
A Guide to Speaking Faith-Filled Words
Prophetic Listening for All Believers
The Lion Prophecy
Watchmen on the Wall
Faith's I Didn't Do It! Hiccum-ups Day
A Theological Reflection on How False
Prophecy Influenced American Politics
First published in London in 1707, this book is a
collection of testimonies about the "small prophets of the
Cevennes," these young boys and girls, sometimes
infants who called the Protestant people to repentance
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and later on to resistance. This book highlights a little
known prophetic movement which took place between
1688 and 1702 in the South of France (Drome, Vivarais,
Cevennes and Bas Languedoc). These witnesses, who
were also fighters, affirm their unwavering convictions
and tell how they became prophetic, and how their
prophetic gift led them to take arms to fight for their
freedom of conscience. Many of them went into exile in
England, Switzerland, Holland and Germany.
About the Author Gustavo E. Acevedo, is an ordained
minister, accountant, business man and an author, has
dedicated more than 30 years of his life serving people.
His long experience in different areas of his life backs
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ups his works and books that he has written such this
one.
THE KING'S LION IS BACK IN A SWASHBUCKLING
ADVENTURE After years of fighting, peace reigns over
the Eagle Empire. General Leandros is enjoying a
romantic vacation with his wife at sea when a mysterious
sea captain, the Mask, abducts them, asking for their
help to free his fellow islanders from slavery. Leandros
and Helena start training the islanders, conducting daring
raids on land and sea to free the slaves. Their only allies
are a powerful sea-witch and a savage crew of expirates. Breathtaking duels and fierce battles turn the tide
in favour of the islanders until the enemy monarch sends
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his Grand Fleet to subdue them. With only two ships and
a handful of men, the King's Lion faces a terrifying
challenge. The future of an entire nation lies in his
hands.
This book is a game changer for those who are fearful
about the future. Are you, or a friend or family member
concerned that Donald Trump might be a bad man or
even evil? After all, the media seems to blame him for
everything. Maybe it is time to learn who this man really
is without the negativity of what he calls the "fake news."
For a growing number of people, Donald Trump is a
much beloved figure and a world-class leader. But if your
viewing is limited to the mainstream media, you might
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never know this. Love Joy Trump: A Chorus of Prophetic
Voices is a collection of prophecies made by real
prophets including Kim Clement, Amanda Grace, and
thinkers like Mike Lindell of My Pillow--who frequently
receive messages, visions and direct knowledge from
God. These prophets are from a variety of traditions, but
they all agree that this business mogul and one-time
playboy was anointed by God to lead us in a fight against
evil forces and people. While you may have heard
Donald Trump talk about draining the swamp, not
everyone is aware of just how much swamp there is to
drain and how many extremely evil swamp creatures
there are. Fortunately, with Donald Trump we have a
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leader with the toughness and the spiritual fortitude to
take on this epic battle. But while we are battling, we are
also living in amazing times at the beginning of a new
millennium of worldwide peace, innovation and advanced
technologies. However, in order to enact God's plan for
us, we need to do our part by supporting President
Trump's leadership.
In November of 2016, the world witnessed the
impossible. Nearly every household in America was
tuned in to the election feeds, and every update pointed
to a loss for the Republican Party. But when the map of
the states flipped red in the final hour, there were a
select few who weren't surprised. They had always
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known Trump was going to win. He was chosen for such
a time as this. The prophecy had said so.This prophet,
this reserved man of God, was retired firefighter Mark
Taylor. The word given by the Holy Spirit was delivered
on April 28, 2011, years before Trump's victory. The
election, however, was only the beginning. In this
UPDATED AND EXPANDED release of The Trump
Prophecies, Defender Publishing revisits what the Lord
revealed to Mark Taylor in both the celebrated
"Commander-In-Chief Prophecy" that played such a key
role in bolstering Trump's 2016 win, as well as many
other messages the Holy Spirit inspired Taylor to write
about what would transpire next for the most powerful
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nation on earth today. Fast forward¿ Halfway into
Trump's first term, have Taylor's prophecies come true?
Is Trump who he said he was, and is he delivering on the
promises he made during his campaign? And what of the
other prophecies God gave Mark regarding economics,
criminal juistice, leadership turnover in the Supreme
Court, and several other specific details? Have all of
these inspired writings carried equal reliability as
"Commander-In-Chief"?So far, Mark Taylor is batting a
thousand.
The Astonishing True Story of the Man Who Saw
Tomorrow... and What He Says Is Coming Next
Trump's Prophetic Destiny
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The Case of African Prophecy-The Unknown
Phenomenon That Need to Be Known.
Deliver Me from Negative Self-Talk Expanded Edition
God and Donald Trump
Personalized Children's Books, Personalized Gifts, and
Bedtime Stories
On Discerning Trump's Character and Presidency
The Dictionary of the Old Testament:
Pentateuch' is the first in a four-volume
series covering the text of the Old
Testament. Following in the tradition of the
four award-winning IVP dictionaries focused
on the New Testament and its background, this
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encyclopedic work is characterized by close
attention to the text of the Old Testament
and the ongoing conversation of contemporary
scholarship. In exploring the major themes
and issues of the Pentateuch, it informs and
challenges its readers with authoritative
overviews, detailed examinations and new
insights from the world of the ancient Near
East. The 'Dictionary of the Old Testament:
Pentateuch' is designed to be your first stop
in the study and research of the Pentateuch,
on which the rest of the Bible is built.
The Minor Prophets were the courageous and
true spokesmen for God during the time of the
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great Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian
empires. Joel's prophecy appears to be the
first of all the books of prophecy, and
Malachi the last. They are called Minor
Prophets because they are shorter in length
than the Major Prophets. However, their
writings are no less important. We will look
at the prophets in their chronological order.
Joel, Jonah, Amos, Hosea, and Micah
prophesied during the Divided Kingdom. Nahum,
Zephaniah, Habakkuk, and Obadiah were
prophets in Judah before the Babylonian
Exile. Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi
prophesied after the return to Jerusalem from
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the exile. Jonah of Israel and Nahum of Judah
prophesied against the city of Nineveh in
Assyria. "Before the time of Christ these
twelve books were joined together to make one
scroll known collectively as "The Twelve."
This book is uniquely original and can be
personalized with any girl's name. How fun is
that? Think of the possibilities: baby or
shower gifts, birthdays, a special something
from grandma, and more. You can purchase the
book as shown, using Faith in the title, or
personalize it to suit your specific needs.
Simply contact us at eStoryTime.com BEFORE
placing your Amazon order and we'll take care
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of the rest. After contacting us, you'll
still need to order the book through Amazon,
so we'll send you a direct link to use when
placing your order. It will assure the book
is personalized with the name you've
requested. We've taken the worry out of the
process and your child will be thrilled with
the final product. Who doesn't like to see
their name on the cover or hear it related
throughout the story? The author, Melissa
Ryan, is the mother of five children and
knows the importance of reading to your
little ones. It instills a love of books and
fosters an active imagination in the youngest
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of readers. Help start them on a path of
discovery with Melissa's stories. The tale of
Faith is perfect for bedtime, especially when
unleashing the child's wonder by using her
own name. This is a book that can be enjoyed
over and over again, and will be remembered
long after the last page is read and the
lights turned out. Faith's Hiccum-ups Day is
beautifully written and will hold your
child's attention while you share this
delightful tale. Tag along with Faith as she
giggles, HIC's, and jumps her way through a
day with the hiccum-ups. See the silly things
her family suggests to solve her problem.
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It's a day filled with enough fun for
everyone. Faith will capture your heart, and
the moments spent reading it together will
build fond memories that will be cherished
throughout the years. Your little girls grow
up all too fast; make lasting impressions
while you can. This is just one of several
books offered by Melissa in her everexpanding children's book series. You'll
learn to love and appreciate the extra
attention that goes into each volume. Special
care is taken to keep the child's heart at
the center of each story, helping them build
character and learn something along the way.
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Encourage that special child in your life to
embrace what is truly unique, and sometimes
funny, about their developing personalities.
Spend a few minutes with Faith on her IDidn't-Do-It kind of day and make bedtime
special, while you create a binding
relationship with the power of
reading...you'll look back in awe at the
foundations you've built. Please customize
and purchase this book for a special little
girl in your life today. Tags: personalized
children's books, personalized gifts,
personalized baby gifts, personalized,
bedtime stories, bedtime story, Faith, 1st
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birthday gifts
Will Donald Trump win in 2020? What are God's
words for America regarding the upcoming
election season? God is activating prophetic
words for Donald Trump and America in the
upcoming seasons of change. Join John Whitman
and discover Donald Trump's Prophetic
Destiny! Packed with fresh revelatory
insights and annotated material from the
famous general of the faith, prophet Smith
Wigglesworth, author Whitman shares
astonishing visions and revelation given by
God to edify and uplift a nation and her
president.While offering his prophecy up for
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judgement, Whitman challenges Christians
worldwide and especially in America to stand
up, prophesy and tell the truth. Trump's
Prophetic Destiny also offers step-by-step
guidance for learning how to live in the
presence of the Holy Spirit and recognize
God's voice on a daily basis. Through this
understanding, you will be able to partner
with the Kingdom and live in the miraculous
power of Jesus each day. Dwelling in the
supernatural will give you insider
information on the upcoming election and also
permanent breakthrough in your life. Devour
the teaching within these pages and allow the
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Holy Spirit to do the unexpected!
Additionally, you will learn:- How to outwit
the devil and his dirty tricks-How to crack
the code to accessing God's presence every
day-To discover confidence in your own
ability to prophesy-How to pray for Donald
Trump -Tactics for influencing politicsStrategies for improving popular culture in
America-The truth about America's destiny and
coming revivalDon't be one who misses out!
Grab this book and give it a read--you have
nothing to lose and your prophetic destiny to
gain!
FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND ONE
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SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL. Katie ran
from the magical world years ago. She never
planned on being dragged back in by a
prophesying clamshell. The seers believe she
alone can prevent an apocalypse of ruined
time and broken worlds. Bran the Crow King
believes she can save him from his
cannibalistic grandfather. Katie believes
they're all nuts. One thing is for certain:
she's not waiting around for help. Operation
Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is officially
on.
The Prophecy's Child
Discovering Your God Given Prophecy and
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Understanding Its Timing
Prophecy - Unlocking the Mysteries
The Minor Prophets
The Deep State Prophecy and the Last Trump
A Simple Plan for Understanding the Bible
Child Prophets of the Huguenots

Standing in absolute opposition to each
other are two distinct groups. One side,
who proclaim that he can do nothing right.
The other side, who believe he has been
particularly selected by God, with a host
of unusual skills, for just such a time as
this. Both can not be right! And so, a
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political, moral and spiritual battle is
raging in America and around the world
about President Donald J. Trump. Quite
unknown by most of the general public is
the fact that Christian prophets have been
claiming for over a decade that Donald
Trump is the chosen one, that he is God’s
man for the White House for this
particular hour. In this book, God’s Man
in the White House, Professor James A.
Beverley documents the hundreds of
prophecies about Donald Trump that started
over 10 years ago, and provides the
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political and religious context for the
ongoing prophecies and controversies about
the 45th president. Here is the most
complete collection of over 500 prophesies
and statements made by more than 100
prophets and top Christian leaders,
including: Kim Clement, Mark Taylor, Lance
Wallnau, Lana Vawser, Lou Engle, Jeremiah
Johnson, Michael Brown, Frank Amedia,
Franklin Graham, Jerry Falwell, Jr., Paula
White, Stephen Strang, Robert Jeffress,
Rodney Howard-Browne, Jim Garlow, and
James Dobson. Whatever your view- you will
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benefit greatly from this collection.
The Ancient Prophetic Code That Reveals
the Future of America And What Is Next for
the Nations of the Earth!Chaos is
escalating in the world around us as riots
erupt in major cities, liberties are
stripped away in the name of public
safety, and identity politics divide and
enrage the masses. As the chaos
intensifies and the world shakes, God is
speaking!Could a code from the ancient
middle east reveal a global pandemic,
pending economic crash, and rise in gun
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sales? Are these signs that America is
under judgement?What if God hid an ancient
prophetic code in Scripture that predicts
this exact moment in history and what is
coming next?Could heaven be unlocking the
books of Haggai, Nehemiah, Esther, and
Ezra to reveal a pattern for us today?Is
it possible that this code is being
illuminated now so that you and I can have
peace and clarity in the midst of shaking?
Prepare to be astonished, shocked,
startled, and enlightened. God's Chaos
Code unlocks the 2,600-year-old code that
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predicts the exact crisis we are in and
our only way out! Lance Wallnau burst onto
the scene in 2016 with his national
bestselling book, God's Chaos Candidate,
in which he correctly predicted the
election of Donald Trump and that he would
be compared to the biblical King Cyrus.
Lance forecast the economic unraveling of
2020 and America's Fourth Turning. As you
read his latest book, God's Chaos Code,
you will discover Lance's newest
predictions: the five keys to the Chaos
Code. After you read this, you may never
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see the world the same.
Trump's Unfinished Business offers a
prophetic template to change the face of
politics & save the nation from moral rot
& Civil War. In one book, you will find
new applications of God's commands that
can be used to break up the Tech Giants'
monopoly, create a Digital Bill of Rights,
reform Family Law, protect children,
enshrine true equality, educate our youth,
and deal sensibly with Climate Change. "We
need pastors and preachers to read this
book "Trump's Unfinished Business" and
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apply the Law of God correctly, and preach
it again to America & the world." ALLAN
PARKER President of The Justice
Foundation, Lead counsel for Norma
McCorvey (the "Roe" of Roe v. Wade) &
Sandra Cano ("Doe" of Doe v. Bolton) "The
insights of this book will provide hope
for the future of America & preserve its
calling as a lighthouse to the nations
during our turbulent times." DR. DENNIS
LINSAY CEO of Christ for the Nations
"Steve Cioccolanti has nailed it with
'Trump's Unfinished Business.'... [He] is
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walking into the swamp with this book &
showing us how to drain it!" JULIE DIEZ
Paralegal "The vision contained in Steve
Cioccolanti's book Trump's Unfinished
Business is far-sighted, wide-reaching &
convicting...Cioccolanti is offering the
Body of Christ the clearest path to
employing the Biblical template to unite
us as a nation & avoid civil war." LORILYN
ROBERTS Award-winning Author "Let me say
Cioccolanti's "Trump's Unfinished
Business" is truly excellent. Each chapter
adds new insights...His analysis of the
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law is truly impressive & I particularly
appreciate his proposals to improve the
legal system & the broken family law
court. I will be gladly passing this book
around to my friends & esteemed
colleagues. I highly recommend it." DR.
AUGUSTO ZIMMERMANN, PhD Head of Law,
Sheridan College, Perth "In this book,
Steve Cioccolanti exposes what has gone
wrong, and he recommends solid ideas on
how to set them right.... by going back to
what is taught in the Bible." RICH MARSH
Ex-Navy, Career Consultant "Cioccolanti's
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book is clearly visionary...For too long,
the Bible has been sidelined in education
due to an erroneous application of the
principle of 'separation of church and
state.'" DR. JOHN MCELROY Director of
Southern Cross Association of Churches
"Steve Cioccolanti has taken up a subject
which I believe is a first... His writing
is very thought-provoking, creative and
visionary... I would imagine the laws in
this book will be very close to the ones
Yeshua will set up for the world when He
comes to reign... This much-needed book...
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has come at a time with the Republic of
the United States is fighting for its
life." SHIRA SORKO-RAM Pioneer of the
Jewish Messianic movement in Israel since
1967 "Trump's Unfinished Business will
serve as a template for all leaders
whether they are in the US, Australia or
Korea. I would like to see it made
available to voters before major
elections. I am really amazed by Steve
Cioccolanti's insights into the American
cultural war. His coverage of many
subjects is very deep. I find the
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techniques that American leftists use to
distort facts and the truth are also used
here in South Korea...This book is a great
opportunity to problem solvers to learn
how God's principles work in human
society." ASSOC. PROF. I-SOO JOE Handong
Global University, School of Management &
Economics, South Korea
Imperfect Tense is a meditation on
language, and the poems in this collection
are grounded in teaching, learning, and
living between languages and cultures.
Much like the imported "dragon fruit,"
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these poems grasp displacement as
opportunity; they relish in perpetual
outsider-ness as a way inside a
fundamentally shared human condition. The
first section of three, "Imperfect Tense"
is a specific meditation on Americans'
pursuits of Spanish as a second language.
"Past Tense" revolves around experiences
as an English language and poetry teacher
working with immigrant communities.
Finally, "Ever Present Tense" is a
meditation on the language of family.
While working for a construction company
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in Israel, Gary and Beth Carter discover
an ancient temple. Wide eyed and unaware,
their team enters and unknowingly
unleashes the unfinished business of a
disturbing pagan ritual. Seven years
later, Gary and Beth are struggling to
raise their special needs daughter,
Allyson. Allyson cannot relate to others;
her only way of communicating is through
strange drawings and seemingly unrelated
words. Desperately wanting to help their
child, they call on family friend Bill
Monroe, a Theology professor, to help
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piece together the dark secrets from the
recesses of Allyson's mind. Upon
discovering the underlying reason for
Allyson's problems, Gary and Beth are
pulled into a nightmare, bringing them to
the realization that if we could see the
invisible demons that haunt us every day,
it would drive us mad.
Trumpocalypse
The Apostles and Prophets of Our Time
A Compendium Of Contemporary Biblical
Scholarship
The Unseen
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Bible Study Guides and Copywork Book (St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John
and the Book of Acts) - Memorize the
Bible: Bible Study Guides and Copywork
Book - (St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke,
St. John and the Book of Acts) - Memorize
the Bible
Love Joy Trump
Prophetic School of Prayer

Through poetry and story, Daydreams and Night
Visions moves us through Charles Henley's
transformational journey from a boy hopelessly
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addicted to drugs, alcohol, and the strife that
accompanies addiction, to a man full of hope, love,
and joy. In this book of rhymes and wisdom, we get
a glimpse of an emotional state of mind we might not
otherwise understand. We get a first-hand view of
the conversion from and remorse for a life of sin to
the daydreams and night visions that Henley
experienced during and after his conversion. These
visions made him acutely aware of the struggle
between good and evil as demonic forces battled for
the possession of his soul. This awareness helped
him not only prepare for the battle but claim victory
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over it. This poetic look at a life of a sinner once
saved is a look at faith and hope at the end of the
road of despair. It's not only written for those who
suffer from similar addictions, it's also written to give
hope and advice to friends and relatives who feel
helpless as they watch their loved ones losing the
battle for their souls—if only for a season.
Knowing Yehovah
Dictionary of the Old Testament: Pentateuch
Faith Colors
A Chorus of Prophetic Voices
Half-Shell Propheces
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Jesus of Nazareth
The Trump Prophecies
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